Specifications

Value of the data
The dataset contains 60 different problem instances of the MDVSP that can be used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms for the MDVSP.
The data provide all the information that is required to model the MDVSP by using the existing mathematical formulations.
All the problem instances are available for use without any restrictions. The benchmark solutions and solution time for the problem instances are presented in [3] and can be used for the comparison.
The dataset includes a program that can generate similar problem instances of different sizes.
Data
The dataset contains 60 different problem instances of the multiple depot vehicle scheduling problem (MDVSP). Each problem instance is provided in a separate file. Each file is named as 'RN-m-n-k.dat', where 'm', 'n', and 'k' denote the number of depots, the number of trips, and the instance number for the size, 'ðm; nÞ', respectively. For example, the problem instance, 'RN-8-1500-01.dat', is the first problem instance with 8 depots and 1500 trips. A schedule is given by the sequence in which a vehicle can cover the trips. The MDVSP is to determine the minimum number of schedules to cover all trips that minimizes total time in waiting and empty travel. The following requirements must be satisfied:
1. Each schedule should start and end at the same depot. 2. Each trip should be covered by only one vehicle. 3. The number of schedules that start from a depot should not exceed the number of vehicles at the depot.
A sufficient number of vehicles are provided to maintain the feasibility of an instance. For each instance size ðm; nÞ, Table 1 provides the average of the number of locations, the number of times, the number of vehicles, and the number of possible empty travels, over five instances. The number of locations includes m distinct locations for depots and the number of locations at which various trips start or end. The number of times includes the start and the end time of the planning horizon and the start/end times for the trips. The number of vehicles is the total number of vehicles from all the depots. The number of possible empty travels is the number of possible connections between trips that require a vehicle travelling empty between two consecutive trips in a schedule.
The description of the file for each problem instance is presented in Table 2 . The first line in the file provides the number of depots ðmÞ, the number of trips, ðnÞ, and the number of locations ðlÞ, in the problem instance. The next n lines present the information for n trips. Each line corresponds to a trip, i A 1; …; n f g , and provides the start location, the start time, the end location, and the end time of trip i. The next l lines present the travel times between any two locations, i; jA 1; …; l È É . The dataset also includes a program 'GenerateInstance.cpp' that can be used to generate new instances. The program takes three inputs, the number of depots ðmÞ, the number of trips ðnÞ, and the number of instances for each size ðm; nÞ. 
Experimental design, materials, and methods
The procedure presented by Carpaneto et al. in [1] is used to generate the problem instances. The same procedure has been used by Pepin et al. in [4] to generate the benchmark dataset of the MDVSP. A detailed description of the procedure is presented in [3] .
Our dataset provides start/end location and time of trips as well as the travel time between any two locations. The location and time information is required to model the MDVSP on a time-space network. The feasible connections and the cost of connections between the trips can be obtained as discussed in [3] . Thus, the dataset has all the information that is required to model the MDVSP on the time-space network (see [2] ) as well as the connection-network (see [5] ). The benchmark solutions for all the problem instances are presented in [3] .
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